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Instructions

Purpose: look at 1) language & 2) stakeholders 

→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question

2. What do you expect? Draft some hypothesis

3. Design a query (Query design Rogers, 2017)

4. Install the research browser (or a clean version of Firefox) LINK

5. Install the search engine scraper toolbar, use Bing start with small scrapes ( watch tutorial + LINK)

6. Categorization stakeholders

7. Optional: Wordcloud (TOOL)

QUESTIONS?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj65Xr9GkJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sH5iPmcbQl4
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/searchEngineScraper/
https://voyant-tools.org/


USE BING AND 
SMALL NUMBER 
OF RESULTS

DECIDE WHO 
WILL SCRAPE



LINK TO 
HARVESTER

https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/harvestUrls/




General remarks

● Choose right level of analysis: too specific will give you little results, too generic 
will make you lose focus

● Stay sensitive to the use of particular words in your query design (also ambiguity 
or disambiguity)

● Make use of the frames introduced for your analysis as you see fit (eg. 
program/anti-program, stakeholder analysis)

● Spend some time getting to know the tools, explore results, and see how that 
informs your understanding of the issue at hand

Don’t overthink and have fun!



Today: visual analysis



● How did you recognize 
it?

● How did you get to this 
type of material?

● What sort of associations 
do you have with stock 
imagery?

Who ever ran into 
stock imagery



Case-study I: stock imagery 



Taking Stock: Can 
News Images Be 
Generic?

● Backbone media & advertising industry 
(Gluckler & Panitz 2013)

● Largely overlooked, with notable 
exceptions (eg. Frosh 2003)

● People are drawn to text

● Fake news & post truth 

● → also think of truth production in 
current media coverage; debunking 
the ‘realness’ of imagery with evidence 
from a trustable (authoritative) 
journalist source



Taking Stock: Can News Images Be Generic?

Research looks into the role of large stock image corporations (eg. Getty, Shuttershock, Alamy)

Look into circulation (production, mediation, recontextualization, consumption)

RQ

How do concepts like visual genericity and reusability contribute to a critical appraisal of the role of 
images in contemporary news-making?

● Research Question 1: How many of the images that can be found in major online newspapers originate 
from image banks? Among these ‘stock’ images, how many of them fall into the creative and editorial 
categories?

● Research Question 2: What do the creative and editorial ‘stock’ images found in newspapers represent? 
What kinds of images are consistently associated with particular kinds of ‘news’ content?

● Research Question 3: How are the stock images found in newspapers used in other media texts and 
contexts? What are the media outlets and platforms in which these images live beyond the newspapers 
under investigation?

● Research Question 4: What do this study’s findings add to our current understanding of the news image?





Creative vs. editorial (Frosh 2002: spectacle vs. 
documentary)

The image appears as generic, because it does not show a particular 
person or event. We also found in TinEye image 192 results which made 
us think that this image would probably be from an image bank.

Figure 9b — A newspaper photo of Front National politician Gilbert 
Collard sourced from Getty Images



Frosh (2012)
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Network

If an image is in between two 
different clusters, that means that 
the same image is used in two or 
more websites/newspaper.

The images with a yellow border 
are images categorized as stock 
photography images.

Figure 16 — Close up of the image 
network. The size of the image is 
related to the number of time the 
image occurs. →



Frosh (2012)





Today: visual analysis



Frosh (2002)

Theatre rather than documentary <<--
spectacle of rhetorical potential

Classification as way of understanding, 
organizing, making accessible and indexed <<-
- administrative need

Ambiguity to fit in multiple narratives <<--
business models related

Mind this is 2002(!)



Assignment



Instructions

Purpose: look at 1) language & 2) stakeholders 

→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question

2. What do you expect? Draft some hypothesis

3. Design a query (Query design Rogers, 2017)

4. Install the research browser (or a clean version of Firefox) LINK

5. Install the search engine scraper toolbar, use Bing start with small scrapes ( watch tutorial + LINK)

6. Categorization stakeholders

7. Optional: Wordcloud (TOOL)

QUESTIONS?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj65Xr9GkJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sH5iPmcbQl4
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/searchEngineScraper/
https://voyant-tools.org/


Steps for today's research: remark the unremakable

Expand on last weeks work

1. Use the same query
2. Start with search results (web) or look at “images”
3. Download top images
4. Reverse search images
5. Look out for: 1) occurrences 2) origin 3) narratives and 4) type of stakeholders 

using the same image

Think about production: genericness, productive ambiguity, modes / site of production, 

Think about consumption: in what narratives does this image fit? Think program anti-
program, authenticity & authority, conservative or unobtrusiveness



Tools: reverse image search

● Find spread of a 
particular image 

● Trace context in which 
meaning is being 
attributed 

● Explore types of 
narratives

● Find the source of the 
image (sometimes)



Tools: reverse image search







Tools: reverse image search







General remarks

● Choose right level of analysis: too specific will give you little results, too 
generic will make you lose focus

● Stay sensitive to the use of particular words in your query design (also 
ambiguity or disambiguity)

● Make use of the frames introduced for your analysis as you see fit 
● Spend some time getting to know the tools, explore results, and see how that 

informs your understanding of the issue at hand

Don’t overthink and have fun!


